Train trip climaxes Spring Weekend

Left: Date lounges languorously on escalator in long train trip. Destination: Hampton Beach Casino, New Hampshire.

Above: These three lovely apparitions are "The Angels," entertaining the Spring Weekend crowd at the Hampton Beach Casino.

Postal official orders immediate crackdown on chain letter schemes

An appeal of college campus chain letter schemes has prompted Chief Postal Inspector Henry B. Greer to order a nation-wide crackdown on violators of the postal and fraud laws.

According to Montague, many of the chain letters involve the United States Savings Bonds, Pension Mon-ey Orders, and cash. He cited reports of chain letter schemes at colleges in Mississippi, Wisconsin, Indiana, and in the New England area, among others.

Montague has warned that even though some of the chain letters may not mail, the schemes still may be violations of the postal and fraud laws, since the proceeds from the chain letters are usually mailed.

The typical chain letter provides for a monetary item to be sent to the name on the top of a list enclosed with the letter. The first name is then removed and the next person's name is added to the bottom of the list. Copies of the letter are sent to two or more people.

Montague noted an increase in chain letter activity in college towns across the country has prompted the crackdown order. The participants, he said, usually appear to be college students.

The one lotion that's cool, exciting

Old Spice

The United States Information Agency is now shooting a film at MIT on the role of the humanities as a part of the program of MIT students. Directed and produced by Nicholas Webster, a freelance contract-er, the film will star three MIT students who will be chosen for their interest in the humanities. The USA film will be translated into 26 languages and shown throughout the world. It will be one of the most important of this year's output of USA films, Web-ster says.

Webster directed a Bell and Howell "Cowboy" called "Walk in My Shoes" which was nominated for an Emmy as the best television show of last year. He has also served as director of the CBS film, "The Thinking Machine," much of which was produced at MIT.

Webster said he would appreciate whatever cooperation MIT stu-dents can give him in the produc-tion of the film.

Spring Weekend successful

A successful Spring Weekend was enjoyed by nearly 1800 people last weekend, reported Ron Gil- man, the Spring Weekend Commit-tiee Chairman.

Maynard Ferguson provided music for 600 couples at the semi- formal dance Friday night, and almost the same number rode the train to Hampton Beach for enter-tainment planned for the next even-ing.

Perfect weather Saturday led to "amazingly" accurate fulfillment of plans, according to Gilman. Be-tween 1800 and 2000 people is- sued to the BrandYWine Singers in the Great Court during the af- ternoon, and the evening events went off exactly as scheduled.

The Friday evening event in-volved some complications, how- ever. Louis Armstrong had orig-inally contracted to appear; how- ever, he broke contract for a promised appearance next year at a reduced price. The Platters then had been scheduled, but they also canceled out.

During the last week, the Com-mittee tried to arrange for Brook Benton. However, the Committee later felt that he was "unreliable," and no entertainment beside Maynard Ferguson appeared that evening.

Nonetheless, Ron Gilman felt that the weekend was "very suc-cessful." He expects the event to show a profit although accounting won't be completed for two or three weeks.
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